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Abstract. From a large sample composed of 1788 M dwarf stars from Kepler and K2 fields, we investigated the distributions of
rotation periods and the photometric activity index S ph, the standard deviation of the whole light curve, for different masses, activity
levels and isochronal ages using color-magnitude diagrams from Gaia DR2 parallaxes and magnitude data. Based on this index we
also studied the Rossby-activity relation taking into account the transition to fully convective stars (∼ 0.3 M�). For a subsample
crossmatched with the Lamost DR5 catalog we compared the S ph indicator with the equivalent widths of Hα and He I D3 lines. We
also compared this index with their flare luminosities when available. We noted that stars with the highest S ph values in the sample (&
10000 ppm) are in general very young, with isochronal ages ≤ 50 Myr. In the Rossby-activity diagram we see the same distribution
for partly and fully convective stars in both the saturated and non-saturated regimes, suggesting a solar-type dynamo behaviour even
for stars without a tachocline. Finally, our results point to a linear correlation between S ph and flare luminosity, and to power-law
relations between S ph and the spectroscopic tracers analyzed.

Resumo. A partir de uma ampla amostra composta por 1788 estrelas anãs M dos campos das missões Kepler e K2, investigamos
as distribuições dos períodos de rotação e do índice de atividade fotométrica S ph, o desvio padrão da curva de luz completa, para
diferentes massas, níveis de atividade e idades isocronais usando diagramas cor-magnitude com dados de paralaxes e magnitudes
do Gaia DR2. Com base neste índice, também estudamos a relação Rossby-atividade levando em consideração a transição para
estrelas totalmente convectivas (∼ 0.3 M�). Para uma subamostra cruzada com o catálogo Lamost DR5, comparamos o indicador S ph
com as larguras equivalentes das linhas Hα e He I D3. Também comparamos esse índice com suas luminosidades de flare, quando
disponíveis. Notamos que as estrelas com os maiores valores de S ph na amostra (& 10000 ppm) são em geral muito jovens, com
idades isocronais ≤ 50 Myr. No diagrama Rossby-atividade notamos a mesma distribuição para estrelas parcialmente e totalmente
convectivas em ambos os regimes saturado e não-saturado, sugerindo um comportamento de dínamo do tipo solar mesmo para
estrelas sem tacoclina. Finalmente, nossos resultados apontam para uma correlação linear entre S ph e luminosidade de flare, e para
relações tipo lei de potência entre S ph e os indicadores espectroscópicos analisados.
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1. Introduction and sample

Although being the most numerous stars, the physics regarding
rotation and magnetic activity of M dwarfs is still not completely
understood, and the exact mechanism driving their dynamo re-
mains unknown. It is well established that the dynamo respon-
sible for generating the stellar magnetic field in solar-type stars
depends on the shearing of internal fields due to differential ro-
tation, and it is more efficient in the boundary layer between the
radiative and convective zones, known as the tachocline. Fully
convective stars (M ≤ 0.3 M�) do not have a tachocline and their
dynamo mechanism is expected to be very different from the so-
lar one. In this work we investigate the rotation-activity relation
as a proxy for this mechanism, using the standard deviation of
the whole light curve, S ph, as the activity index (Mathur et al.
2014). We also compare this index with other more usual activ-
ity indicators and study the distributions of rotation periods and
S ph in color-magnitude diagrams. Our sample consists of 1788
M dwarf stars from Kepler (Santos et al. 2019) and K2 (Raetz et
al. 2020) fields, encompassing a large range of masses, activity
levels and rotation periods.

2. Rotation-activity relation

Based on the S ph index we studied the Rossby-activity rela-
tion taking into account the transition to fully convective stars.
Rossby number (Ro) is defined as the ratio between the stel-
lar rotation period and the convective turnover time, here deter-
mined through a calibration with the stellar mass (Wright et al.

Figure 1. Rossby-activity diagram for our K2 (left) and Kepler
(right) samples. The dashed line is our best fit indicating the
saturated and non-saturated regimes. For comparison, yellow
points show the minimum and maximum S ph values for the Sun
(Salabert et al. 2016).

2018). In Fig. 1 we note the same distribution for partly and fully
convective stars in both the saturated and non-saturated regimes,
suggesting a solar-type dynamo behavior even for stars without a
tachocline, with a transition point around Ro ∼ 0.15 in both sam-
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Figure 2. Comparison between the S ph and other activity indexes.
Upper left: S ph-Hα equivalent width relation. Upper right: S ph-
He I equivalent width relation. The red dashed lines represent
our best fits, the grey line indicates the behavior change around
4000 ppm. The yellow area encompasses the solar limits. Lower
panel: comparison between S ph and flare luminosities. The result
of our MCMC regression is plotted in red.

ples, which agrees with previous results from works that used
rotation periods and Hα (Newton et al. 2016) or X-ray emission
(Wright & Drake 2016, Wright et al. 2018) as proxies for the
magnetic activity.

3. Relations between activity indexes

For a subsample crossmatched with Lamost DR5 spectral data
(low-resolution spectra, R ∼ 1800) (Lu et al. 2019), we com-
pared the S ph index with the equivalent widths of Hα and He
I D3 lines. Our preliminary results point to power-law relations
between S ph and both spectroscopic tracers analyzed (Fig. 2),
possibly indicating a connection between these indexes for ac-
tive stars (S ph > 4000 ppm). We also compared the S ph in-
dex with the stellar flare luminosities available in the literature
(Yang et al. 2017). We performed a Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) regression and found a r ∼ 0.63 correlation between
the two photometric activity indices.

4. Color-magnitude diagrams

In order to study the evolution of our full sample (Kepler+K2),
we constructed color-magnitude diagrams (CMDs) from Gaia
parallaxes and magnitudes, segregating rotation periods accord-
ing to the saturated and non-saturated regimes from Fig. 1. The
transition around Ro ∼ 0.15 corresponds to rotation periods of
∼ 10 days for the stars in our sample (Fig. 3). We also divided
the S ph values into three levels of activity, as can be seen in Fig.
4. We noted that stars with rotation periods shorter than ∼ 10
days, i.e., in the saturated region, show a slight trend towards
younger ages, as well as more active stars, especially those with
S ph values greater than 10000 ppm, with isochronal ages ≤ 50
Myr.

5. Results and discussion

Both partly and fully convective M dwarfs from Kepler and K
fields show a similar distribution in the Rossby-activity diagram,

Figure 3. CMD for rotation periods. The grey area shows
the fully convective regime for spectral types later than
M3. Isochrones from Baraffe et al. (2015). Spectral types
from Mamajek’s table: https://www.pas.rochester.edu/
~emamajek/EEM_dwarf_UBVIJHK_colors_Teff.txt.

Figure 4. CMD for the S ph index. Same as in Fig. 3.

which suggests a dynamo behavior similar to the solar mech-
anism in both regimes. This result agrees with previous works
that made use of different activity indices for low-mass stars. In
this context, we also show that the S ph can be a suitable magnetic
activity index, since it correlates with other more usual tracers.
Here we compared it with Hα and He I D3 spectral lines and
flare luminosities. Finally, we constructed color-magnitude dia-
grams and confirmed that the rotation-age and S ph-age relations
show the expected results in the regime of young M dwarfs in
our sample, since these stars show a trend towards higher activ-
ity and faster rotation.
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